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The number of connected devices is increasing rapidly. The applications of the Internet of
Things span many sectors of our society from intelligent infrastructure to industry and consumer
electronics. Smart sensing devices are being used to measure the environment and even monitor
human health and activity. The data that these smart devices produce needs to be transferred
from the device to the Internet to be processed and viewed.

In this thesis, the design of a wearable data acquisition device that independently measures
and stores multiple quantities and transmits the measured data is studied. First, the technical
requirements are gathered and discussed, and then a prototype is implemented.

The device prototype was implemented on an embedded controller using a real-time operating
system. The resulting prototype measures heart rate, temperature and relative humidity, and
stores this data persistently. The prototype utilizes Bluetooth Low Energy to reliably send the
stored data and status messages to a gateway device.

The analysis of the prototype found that the device fulfills its core functional requirements
and offers a good basis for further development. Compromises on the number of sensors and
convenience features were made due to the thesis scope and shortage of storage space. Room
for future optimization remains in the power consumption, wireless data throughput, and storage
solutions.

Similar projects are suggested to focus on the flow of data in the software design, verify
assumptions about the application early, and choose sensors and peripherals that are suited for
low-power operation.
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Internetiin liitettävien laitteiden määrä kasvaa nopeasti. Esineiden internetin sovellukset
kattavat monia yhteiskuntamme sektoreita älykkäästä infrastruktuurista teollisuuteen ja
kulutuselektroniikkaan. Älykkäitä antureita käytetään ympäristön ja jopa ihmisen terveyden
ja toiminnan mittaamiseen. Näiden älykkäiden laitteiden tuottama data on siirrettävä laitteilta
internetiin prosessointia ja tarkastelua varten.

Tässä diplomityössä tutkittiin, miten voidaan suunnitella puettava tiedonkeruulaite, joka mittaa
ja tallentaa itsenäisesti useita suureita sekä lähettää mitatun datan toiselle laitteelle. Ensin
kerättiin ja käsiteltiin laitteen tekniset vaatimukset, minkä jälkeen toteutettiin prototyyppi.

Laiteprototyyppi toteutettiin sulautetulle mikrokontrollerille käyttäen
reaaliaikakäyttöjärjestelmää. Työn tuloksena saatu prototyyppi mittaa sykettä, lämpötilaa ja
suhteellista ilmankosteutta sekä tallentaa näiden suureiden arvot katoamattomasti. Prototyyppi
käyttää Bluetooth Low Energy -teknologiaa tallennetun mittaus- ja tilatiedon luotettavaan
lähettämiseen yhdyskäytävänä toimivalle laitteelle.

Toteutetun prototyypin voidaan todeta täyttävän keskeiset toiminnalliset vaatimuksensa ja
tarjoavan hyvän pohjan jatkokehitykselle. Sensorien määrän ja ei-kriittisten ominaisuuksien
suhteen tehtiin myönnytyksiä diplomityön laajuuden ja tallennustilan puutteen vuoksi.
Jatkokehityksessä voitaisiin optimoida laitteen virrankulutusta, langatonta tiedonsiirtonopeutta
sekä mittaustiedon tallennuksen ratkaisuja.

Samankaltaisia projekteja ohjeistetaan kiinnittämään huomiota tiedon kulkuun ohjelmistoa
suunnitellessa, tarkistamaan sovellukseen liittyviä oletuksia aikaisessa vaiheessa sekä
valitsemaan pienen virrankulutuksen toimintaan sopivia antureita ja oheislaitteita.
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1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter introduces the topic, objectives, and structure of the study.

1.1 Background and Motivation

The Internet of Things (IoT) has become a technological phenomenon in recent years. The

number of connected devices is projected to reach 25 billion by the year 2030. The applications

of IoT span many sectors ranging from smart cities and buildings to environmental and personal

monitoring (Statista, 2020). Wearables such as smart watches, straps or earbuds are smart

devices that can be worn on the body and are becoming an increasingly significant component

of IoT. Wearable IoT can be divided into four primary categories: health, activity monitoring

and sports, tracking and localization, and safety. The health category includes use cases such

as patient monitoring, treatment and rehabilitation. Activity monitoring and sports include

monitoring daily habits and athletic performance and using the data to improve health and

results. Tracking applications focus on finding and following the position of humans or animals.

Finally, wearables can be used to monitor the condition of the user and their environment for

hazards (John Dian et al., 2020, pp. 69200-69205).

The commissioner of this thesis, Lappeenranta-Lahti University of Technology LUT (LUT

University) Laboratory of Applied Electronics has participated in research around the health

and activity monitoring of humans. The laboratory has had a recurring need for a mobile

data acquisition platform in its research projects. When developing a new design for a sensor,

researchers must test the sensor and get measurement data to the cloud for further processing

and analysis. Previous projects have used improvised solutions that are not adaptable to future

projects, utilizing, for example, the Raspberry Pi. As suggested by Nakamura et al. (2017),

although beginner-friendly embedded system platforms have been emerging in recent years, it is

not easy to succeed in developing small form-factor measuring devices from them. This thesis

work was initiated to develop an easily extendable, well-documented data acquisition platform

to avoid repetition and wasted efforts in the future.
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1.2 Objectives and Scope

The objective of this thesis is to design and implement a mobile data acquisition device prototype

and document the implementation for easy use and extensibility. The design challenges of a

data acquisition platform include the mobile small form-factor hardware, embedded firmware,

and user application development. The scope of the thesis is limited to the embedded device

software component of the system leaving the hardware and processing of the data for further

development.

The research questions for the study are formulated as follows:

• What are the requirements of the data acquisition platform?

• What would be a suitable design for a wearable data acquisition device that measures and

stores multiple quantities and transmits the measured data?

1.3 Research Methods

• Gathering requirements regarding current and future project needs

• Formulating a specification based on requirements

• Designing and implementing the prototype

• Documenting and analyzing the implementation

1.4 Structure

Chapter 2 describes the requirements for the data acquisition platform, which were gathered and

formulated with the client. In chapter 3, the key technologies are introduced. The prototype

design and implementation are described in detail in chapter 4. In chapter 5, the prototype

is analyzed and suggestions for improvements and future development are given. Finally, the

conclusions are presented in chapter 6.
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2 SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

This chapter describes the purpose of the data acquisition system and the requirements of the

data acquisition device prototype as a part of the system and as the main focus of this thesis.

The requirements were gathered via meetings and longer workshop sessions with researchers

of LUT University Laboratory of Applied Electronics who had previously been working on or

would be working on projects centered around data acquisition in the future. The laboratory’s

current and projected needs are in measuring biosignals such as heart rate and heat flux. Another

common theme and requirement is mobility or wearability, in other words, wireless connectivity.

Through the collaboration with the client, a mutual understanding of the system was formed.

The envisioned system consists of a data acquisition device, an Internet-connected gateway, and

a cloud service. The data acquisition device measures and stores data independently without a

reliable connection available at all times. The user of the system can download the stored data

from the device using the gateway application. The gateway application then allows the user to

view important metrics, annotate measurement results and upload them to the cloud service for

storage and further analysis. The concept of the system is presented in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Envisioned data acquisition system including the wearable data acquisition device,

mobile gateway application, and cloud services.
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In the system depicted in Figure 1, the wearable data acquisition device (hereinafter referred to

as DAQ) is a battery-powered, rechargeable module that can be attached to different parts of

the human body, for example, to the wrist as a bracelet or to the waist as a belt clip. The DAQ

samples signals from its attached sensors at their individual rates and saves the signals locally to

its non-volatile memory. When the gateway device ("Gateway") is near the DAQ, the user of the

system can form a wireless connection to the DAQ to download the local measurement data. The

Gateway may be a smartphone, as shown in Figure 1, or another Internet-connected device with

sufficient computing power, wireless connectivity, and display capabilities to provide the user

the data handling and transmission services. From the Gateway, the data is eventually posted to

the cloud platform ("Cloud"). The gateway is connected to the Internet and will communicate

with the Cloud to post data and get analytics results back for display. The Cloud offers persistent

storage of the posted data and allows querying and downloading it. The intended users are

researchers. The Gateway and Cloud applications may be used by study participants or research

project stakeholders for visualizing data.

2.1 Functional Requirements

Functional requirements describe what the system should do. The results of the requirements

gathering for the DAQ have been distilled to the requirements presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Functional requirements of the DAQ. Each requirement is labeled uniquely and

assigned a priority from 1 to 4 in descending order.

Label Description Priority
R-K1 DAQ measures biosignals and environmental variables with high quality. 1
R-K2 DAQ sends measurements to the connected gateway application reliably. 1

R-K3 While connected to the Gateway, the DAQ shall send the Gateway
a notification if state changes, errors, or fault conditions occur. 1

R-K4 DAQ shall change measurement parameters,
when it receives a command from the Gateway. 3

R-K5 While connected to the Gateway, the DAQ shall send the Gateway
a notification when the battery charge level drops below 10 %. 3

R-K6
When not connected to the Gateway,
the DAQ shall save measurement data to its non-volatile memory.
If the data points don’t fit into memory, the oldest data is overwritten.

1

R-K7 All data points from all sensors of the DAQ shall
either include a timestamp or be traceable to a timestamp. 1

R-K8 If an error occurs, the DAQ shall be able to recover, for example,
by rebooting or removing a faulty sensor from the measurement configuration. 1
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The priorities in Table 1 are assigned in descending order. Priorities one and two are reserved

for critical or "must-have" features which need to be included in the prototype for it to function

as intended. Priorities three and four are treated as convenience or future development items

which are implemented if there are enough resources left. The data quality, as mentioned in

requirement R-K1, is clarified in Table 2 along with planned measurements and sensor types.

Table 2. Measured variables and their data quality requirements. Priorities are in descending

order.

Prio Sensor type and quantity Resolution Accuracy
Sample

rate
[Hz]

Range/bits

1 Optical Heart Rate 1 BPM - ≥ 1 -
1 3-axis Acceleration 1 mg - 25 ±16g, 16 bits/axis
2 2×Temperature 0.001℃ 0.1℃ 0.1 10-45℃/ 24 bits
2 2×Relative Humidity 0.1 % 5 % 0.1 -
2 IR Temperature or Heat Flux 1 `+ 100 `+ 0.1 -10 - 10 mV / 24 bits
3 Bioimpedance 1 kW 50 kW 0.1 0-1 GW/ 16+ bits

The prototype hardware is planned to have dedicated sensors for measuring heart rate

and acceleration. Different analog measurements, such as the temperature, heat flux, and

bioimpedance presented in Table 2, can be connected through an analog-to-digital converter

(ADC).

2.2 Non-Functional Requirements

Non-functional requirements describe how well the system does something or what qualities it

exhibits. The qualities identified for the operation of the system and the DAQ itself are discussed

below.

Portability

In this project, portability means that the Cloud can be deployed to different service providers

such as Amazon Web Services and Microsoft Azure without a large effort. This will ease the

transition from the development environment to LUT University’s machines and any provider

that they choose to use at a given time. In practice, this means designing the Cloud and its

database connection so that they can be run on any Linux machine as Linux is ubiquitous in the

cloud service provider space.
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Learnability

Learnability means that a new user of the data acquisition system can set up and use the DAQ

and Gateway with documented instructions. For research and further development, sufficient

documentation and developer tools shall be provided.

Reliability

Reliability is defined in terms of hardware and data. The DAQ shall continue to operate and

measure with high quality regardless of the temperature changing in the range of 0℃– 40℃

or the voltage fluctuating between 3 V and 4.3 V. The DAQ shall be usable outside laboratory

conditions, both indoors and outdoors.

The DAQ shall not lose long periods of data in transfer to the Gateway. A long period is defined

here as one minute or longer. The DAQ shall also try to recover from disturbances caused by,

for example, low battery charge or disconnection from Gateway without corruption of data. The

data shall be saved to non-volatile memory to wait for recovery.

Usability and Comfortability

The DAQ can be worn by a user continuously for multiple days without feeling major discomfort.

The minimum time period required by the client is two days. The DAQ shall not cause irritation

of the skin, weigh down the bearer or otherwise inconvenience them. Basic functions including

putting on and taking off the DAQ, and charging the DAQ shall be easy to use.

Battery Life

As the DAQ is wearable, it must operate on battery power. In this project, it was agreed that the

battery should last for a minimum of 24 hours. Implementation is planned to achieve a 48-hour

battery life and a future development aim is to increase the time between charges to a week.

2.3 Next Release Features and Constraints

The scope of the data acquisition platform prototype was constrained to fit into the thesis project

timeline and some more advanced features were listed as nice-to-haves, meaning that they are

not required for acceptance of the delivered prototype. These features were left for the future

development of the platform. The focus of this thesis is solely on the DAQ software while the

development of hardware, Gateway, and Cloud is ongoing in parallel by the rest of the team.
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Features that will not be implemented in the prototype are listed below:

• Hardware modifications

• Advanced security

• Configuration at run-time

• Firmware updates

The development of the DAQ involves both software and hardware. The software and hardware

are developed by different people inside the team. Hardware prototypes will continue to be

developed throughout the project duration, but the base platform and components will remain

the same during the thesis timeline. Therefore, possibilities for hardware-based optimizations

are very limited and the softwaremust be designed for the pre-established version of the hardware

in this thesis.

Security is a complex topic both in software and hardware. In the context of the first prototype,

security is addressed on a basic level. The Cloud shall have basic access control i.e. admin and

normal users. The communication between the Gateway and the Cloud shall use token-based

authentication of requests. On the embedded software side, encryption of wireless traffic is

used.

Changing configuration is a convenience feature in the context of this prototype. The

configuration parameters of the system could be static or changeable during the execution

of the software. In the static case, multiple predefined sets of parameters could exist on the

device. This would require greater memory usage. The software could alternatively provide the

user a possibility to change the parameters in place during execution through an interface. This

runtime configuration option is not implemented in this thesis in order to focus efforts on the

core functionality.

In complex applications, it is often necessary to update the software after the device has been

deployed to the field or when testing with the production form factor has been started. Updates

can be delivered in multiple ways, both wired and wireless. Common examples include updates

by UART, USB, Wi-Fi, and Bluetooth Low Energy. Wireless updates are sometimes called

Over-the-Air updates. Wireless updates can be especially useful when the device is shielded or

manufactured in a small form factor, making it hard to establish a wired connection. Firmware

updates need to be secure so that devices do not execute new software from unknown sources.
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There is also a danger of rendering the device useless if an update fails due to errors in the updating

procedure itself. Due to this complexity, firmware updates are left for future development. The

DAQ prototype hardware will include a wired interface to erase or reprogram the device but this

interface is not used to update software while testing is ongoing.

2.4 Requirements Rationale

This section aims to elaborate on why the requirements are as described above.

R-K1 Data quality

The upcoming research at LUT University is focused on measuring human activities. Therefore,

the highest priority sensor measurements, as seen in Table 2, were agreed to be heart rate and

acceleration as well as temperature, humidity, and infrared temperature. Bioimpedance is left

with a nice-to-have status for the first prototype and will be implemented in future versions.

Acceleration can be used for human fall and activity detection and measuring it requires a

higher sample rate in order to detect fast events. Temperature and relative humidity values

may be used to differentiate between outdoor and indoor conditions of activities and to serve as

complementary information on a person’s condition (John Dian et al., 2020, pp. 69205-69206).

R-K3 & R-K5 Status updates

From the perspectives of both the user and the developer, it is desirable to have visibility into

the system. On a basic level, this means knowing that the system is on and the sensors are

intact. Any status codes can be read on the Gateway and the troubleshooting will be easier. As a

convenience feature, the DAQ shall notify about low battery. This is a common alert in mobile

phones and smartwatches.

R-K4 Changing configuration

To enable rapid research and development, it would be convenient for the users to have the

ability to change measurement parameters, e.g the gains of acquisition channels, sample rates,

or filters while the software is executing. This could mean having predefined parameter sets for

particular sensors which can be switched between on user command.
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R-K6 Storing data

The DAQ shall have non-volatile storage for the measurement data. The wireless connection

between the DAQ and the Gateway may and will fail at times, for example when the devices

go out of range of each other or some obstacle weakens the signal. Furthermore, continuous

wireless data streaming would increase power consumption and demand more bandwidth from

the connection. Therefore, during these situations, the DAQ shall continue taking measurements

and store them internally until sending them becomes possible again. If a connection cannot be

found for some time and the DAQ runs out of non-volatile memory, the oldest measurements

shall begin to be overwritten. This is a practical decision for the first prototype. The memory

requirements will be re-evaluated in future versions of the system.

R-K7 Timestamping

It is crucial, that the measurements contain a timestamp of when they were taken. Time series

data is stored in the cloud for later analysis and visualization.

R-K8 Error handling

It is important that error handling procedures are taken into consideration in the design of the

software. For operations that may fail because of hardware-related issues, proper error code

checking and retry mechanisms should be put into place. Even if there is no way for the system

to recover from an error state, for the purposes of further analysis and development, it is useful

to send an error message by some form of telemetry or store the error and any events leading

up to it in non-volatile memory for later retrieval by maintenance personnel. To facilitate

problem-solving while moving to a smaller form factor, it can be useful to leave a debugging

interface in the early prototypes so that logs or other debug information can be accessed in the

testing phase.

Battery life

Battery life should be minimum of 24 hours and up to 48 hours in order to enable measuring

human night-time activities and a whole day cycle without removing the device for recharging.

It is also more convenient for the user if they do not need to charge the device as often.
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3 TECHNICAL BACKGROUND

This chapter introduces key concepts of the technology in the data acquisition system.

3.1 Bluetooth Low Energy

Bluetooth is a wireless communications system that uses the 2.4 GHz frequency band. The

Bluetooth standards are developed and managed by the Bluetooth Special Interest Group (SIG).

The Bluetooth Core Specification includes two forms of the technology: Basic Rate (BR) and

Low Energy (LE). Low Energy was added in version 4.0 of the Bluetooth Specification and is

widely referred to as Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE). Bluetooth Low Energy was designed for

low power consumption, low data rate, and low-cost use cases. Basic Rate applications include

various cable replacement use cases such as hands-free headsets, whereas BLE is widely used

in wireless sensor applications (Bluetooth SIG, 2021, p. 187).

The Bluetooth system consists of functional, conceptual blocks and their associated protocols.

These architectural blocks and protocols form layers which are further grouped into the Host

and the Controller.

The Controller consists of the two lowest layers, the LE Radio and Link Layer (LL). The Host

is comprised of the Logical Link Control and Adaptation Protocol (L2CAP), Attribute Protocol

(ATT), Security Manager (SM), Generic Attribute Profile (GATT), and Generic Access Profile

(GAP), listing from the bottom up. The Host Controller Interface (HCI) lies between the Host

and the Controller to enable interoperability between implementations (Bluetooth SIG, 2021, p.

202-206). The protocol stack layers are introduced in more detail below.

The LE Radio is the physical layer (PHY), which handles the analog communication over the

air (Townsend et al., 2014, p. 16). The maximum symbol rates are 1 Mbps and 2 Mbps for

Bluetooth versions 4 and 5 respectively with the 2M symbol rate being optional (Bluetooth SIG,

2021, p. 190).

The Link Layer is a high-performance part of the Bluetooth protocol stack and is responsible

for managing the link state of the radio. It interfaces with the below physical layer and the

L2CAP layer above. Tasks of the Link Layer include, among others, advertising, scanning,

the creation and teardown of connections, transmitting and receiving packets, encryption and
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decryption of data, and connection parameter updates. The Link Layer uses the terminology

Advertiser-Scanner andMaster-Slave for the interacting parties while outside and in a connection

(Townsend et al., 2014, pp. 16-24).

L2CAP multiplexes the upper and lower layer packets in either direction. It breaks down the

upper layer protocol packets to suit the LL packet format and conversely combines multiple

received LL packets for the upper layers (Townsend et al., 2014, p. 25).

The ATT and SM protocols lay on top of the L2CAP. The ATT protocol defines Client and

Server roles for exchanging messages. The Server stores data in structures called attributes. The

attributes can be identified with Universally Unique Identifiers (UUID). The ATT Client may

send commands, request information, or send confirmations to the Server. The ATT Server then

sends responses to the Client (Bluetooth SIG, 2021, p. 279). The Bluetooth security model uses

security keys to verify device identities and encrypt communications. The Security Manager

defines methods and the protocol for pairing and security key distribution and cryptographic

algorithms to support them (Bluetooth SIG, 2021, pp. 1554-1556).

The GATT is built on top of the ATT and uses the underlying ATT procedures to perform

operations and exchange data. It defines a data model where the ATT attributes are grouped in a

hierarchy of profiles, services, and characteristics. Services contain one or more characteristics.

Characteristics include a characteristic value, properties such as read and write permissions,

and possible descriptors for that value data such as units or scaling factors. GATT profiles are

the highest level of the hierarchy and organize services for a use case so that interoperability

between compliant implementers is possible (Bluetooth SIG, 2021, p. 280).

The GAP is a mandatory profile common for all BLE devices, describing device roles and

the behaviors and methods for discovering devices, establishing connections, security and

authentication, association models, and discovering services. In this case, the profile is used

as a term to describe a vertical slice of the Bluetooth stack layers such that devices are able to

interact in a consistent manner (Bluetooth SIG, 2021, pp. 277-278).

Bluetooth Low Energy devices can send out advertising packets to communicate and announce

their existence. Communication between BLE devices can happen entirely through broadcasting

advertising packets or they can alternatively send connectable advertising packets (Bluetooth

SIG, 2021, p. 191). Advertising packets can hold a very limited amount of data payload and
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the broadcasted data is open to any observer. Furthermore, there is no guarantee that a specific

observer will be nearby to receive an advertising packet (Townsend et al., 2014, p. 19).

Devices that receive connectable advertising packets may send a connection request to the

advertiser. Upon the advertiser accepting the request, a connection is established between the

devices. The parties in the connection are referred to as Central (initiator of the connection) and

Peripheral (the former advertiser). Within a connection, the Central and Peripheral can exchange

data packets back and forth in time slots called connection events (Bluetooth SIG, 2021, p. 191).

The BLE connection is affected by the following connection parameters: connection interval,

slave latency, and supervision timeout. Connection interval is the time period between

connection events, ranging between 7.5 milliseconds at the minimum to a maximum of 4

seconds. Slave latency signifies the number of connection events that the Slave device is allowed

to miss before the Master considers the connection lost. Supervision timeout is the maximum

time between receiving valid packets and is monitored by both parties of the connection for

detecting connection loss (Townsend et al., 2014, p. 23). The connection parameters are set by

the Central device once the connection has been established. The Central may use parameters

preferred by the Peripheral or ignore them and set different parameter values. The Peripheral

may request an update to the parameters later in the connection. If the set or requested parameters

are unacceptable to either party, they may choose to disconnect. The Bluetooth specification

suggests that the devices should be flexible in accepting requested parameters (Bluetooth SIG,

2021, pp. 1324-1327).

In contrast to broadcasting-based communication, BLE connections allow varying degrees of

security. The BLE system provides security features of data encryption, authentication, and

privacy. The data over the BLE connection can be encrypted. The source of data may be

verified by using data signing. Finally, the address of the device can be hidden from tracking

by the private address feature. The protocol and algorithms for the security key generation

and distribution are provided by the Security Manager. The method of exchanging the security

keys depends on the input-output capabilities of the devices such as the availability of a display,

keyboard, or buttons (Bluetooth SIG, 2021, pp. 274-275).
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The data exchange between BLE devices is defined by GATT. The GATT, like ATT, defines the

Client and Server roles. The roles are not fixed to which device initiated the BLE connection,

but defined when a procedure is initiated. Both Central and Peripheral devices can act as GATT

Client and Server. When the connection is first established, the GATT Client is unaware of the

GATT services and characteristics on the other device, the GATT Server. It must therefore first

perform service discovery before any operations on the Server’s attributes. The services and

characteristics are identified by their UUIDs. UUIDs may be either standard or vendor-specific,

in other words, custom generated by the application developer (Townsend et al., 2014, pp.

51-54). After the Client knows the available services and characteristics on the Server, it

has five main options to exchange the characteristic value data: Read, Write, Write Without

Response, Characteristic Value Notification, and Characteristic Value Indication. The last two

are initiated by theGATTServer once they have been enabled bywriting to aClient Characteristic

Configuration Descriptor (CCCD). The Server can send a notification or an indication when the

value has been updated, for example, when a new measurement has been taken. Notifications

and indications allow for more efficient communication as the Server does not need to be polled

for information. The difference between notifications and indications is that indications are

acknowledged with a confirmation from the Client whereas notifications are unacknowledged.

WriteWithout Response is an unacknowledged write operation from the Client (Townsend et al.,

2014, pp. 68-72).

The amount of user data that can be exchanged in a given time, the throughput, is dependent

on a number of factors. First, the size of the user payload in a BLE air packet depends on

the Bluetooth version that the implementation supports. Before version 4.2, the maximum LL

payload was 27 bytes including header overhead from the upper layers. From the Bluetooth

specification 4.2 onward, the limit is now 251 bytes (Bluetooth SIG, 2021, p. 2700). This

increased payload feature is optional and can be enabled with a procedure named Data Length

Update, in which the devices exchange the maximum packet sizes they are able to transmit and

receive (Bluetooth SIG, 2021, p. 2860). The larger the user payload per physical BLE packet

the less overhead time is used.

Second, the used GATT operation affects the overhead and therefore the effective user payload

as the ATT operation code and targeted attribute handle are transmitted in the GATT header.

For writes, notifications, and indications, this overhead is three bytes per ATT packet. The
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maximum amount of data that can be exchanged in a single ATT transaction is called the

Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) (Bluetooth SIG, 2021, p. 1415). The MTU size can be

exchanged between devices. This procedure simply notifies the other device that the initiator is

able to handle more data than the default 23 bytes of ATT payload. After the exchange, the MTU

is set to the capacity that both devices can support (Bluetooth SIG, 2021, p. 1497). Larger MTU

results in fewer ATT packets per transaction, which reduces the overhead from the operation

headers. The L2CAP handles the segmentation of the ATT packets to LL payloads.

Third, the used connection interval is important. Acknowledged ATT operations, for example,

read, write, and indication, require a response or confirmation which is sent in the following

connection event. Therefore, acknowledged transactions take at least two connection intervals to

complete. In contrast, unacknowledged operations, write without response or notification, can

be sent at any time during a connection event. Given the nature of acknowledged transactions,

the amount of user data that may be transmitted in two connection intervals is then MTU minus

the GATT header. For unacknowledged operations, multiple ATT packets can be sent within a

connection event (Bluetooth SIG, 2021, p. 1420). However, the packets need to be transmitted

completely within an event. Therefore, the number of packets in an interval should be balanced

so that the leftover time for the next connection event is minimal. It should also be noted that

with a given symbol rate, larger payloads naturally take longer to transmit. In all operations,

if errors are encountered during transmission, the packet is retried only in the next connection

event. Thus, a longer connection interval may cause wasted time in an environment with a lot of

interference (Gomez et al., 2012, pp. 11747-11748). Finally, the used Bluetooth protocol stack

implementation may limit the payload size further (Townsend et al., 2014, p. 7).

As the name suggests, Bluetooth Low Energy was designed with power consumption in mind.

BLE Central devices may often have less strict battery life requirements since they might be

connected to a power source like USB BLE adapters or charged often like smartphones. The

power consumption of BLE Peripheral devices, such as the DAQ in this study, is more critical

to optimize as they are more commonly designed to operate for extended periods of time, for

example, on a coin cell battery (Gomez et al., 2012, p. 11741). The operation of Peripheral

devices is characterized by short bursts of transmitting activity and deep low-power mode sleep

in between them (Townsend et al., 2014, p. 8).
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In Bluetooth Low Energy advertising, the power consumption can be affected by adjusting the

advertising interval i.e. how often an advertising packet is broadcast (Townsend et al., 2014, p.

19). Since advertising packets are used for forming connections, the advertising interval also

affects the responsiveness of the BLE peripheral device. A longer interval means the product is

less responsive, especially since connecting to the device might take the scanning Central device

more than one advertising interval because packets can get lost or more data may be requested.

At the physical layer, the transmit power and modulation rate affect consumption. Higher

transmit power enables a longer range but comes at the cost of battery life. A longer range may

be more convenient for the user of the BLE device so there is a trade-off between user experience

and lower power consumption (Townsend et al., 2014, p. 8). With Bluetooth 5 and its 2 Mbps

bit rate, power consumption gains are available for the devices that support the new modulation

scheme. A faster modulation rate means that the data is sent in less time and the radio is active

for a shorter period, as demonstrated by Bulić et al. (2019).

In BLE connections, the power consumption is influenced by the connection parameters and the

used operation. The connection interval is adjustable between 7.5 milliseconds and 4 seconds

to allow for different needs between throughput, responsiveness, and lower power. A larger

connection interval value allows the devices to sleep for longer and provides a deterministic

schedule of when to wake up (Townsend et al., 2014, pp. 8-12). Gomez et al. (2012) emphasize

that slave latency has similar benefits for Peripheral devices that do not need quick response

times to requests. The efficiency of the BLE communication can also be increased by using

notifications or indications from the GATT Server instead of request-based polling from the

Client.

3.2 Serialization

There are standard services defined by the Bluetooth SIG with reserved UUIDs. Some of

these services lend themselves well to wearable data acquisition applications. For example,

Health Thermometer, Battery Service, and Heart Rate Service are very useful when measuring

biosignals and operating on a battery-powered device.

For parameter changes such as sampling rates, voltage gains, offsets, or calculation thresholds,

creating new services and characteristics might become cumbersome and repetitive fast.

Similarly, for data streaming purposes, one might end up having a different characteristic for
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each type of measurement. The complexity of adding new services and characteristics also

grows on the central application side, where the application has to filter through UUIDs of each

desired characteristic.

An alternative approach to using standard Bluetooth services and separate characteristics could

be to use only one service and characteristic as the communication channel. This characteristic

could hold a variable-length value up to a predefined maximum length. The value would then

be used to send different messages containing data, commands, and responses. This would

move the complexity toward a custom protocol or data format with BLE as the transport. The

programmer would be free to implement any data format and make sure that the Central and

Peripheral encode and decode the messages in the same way. In the development of the DAQ,

this trade-off between many services and characteristics and a custom data format was explored.

Some vendors choose to implement a service that emulates a serial port over Bluetooth. In the

versions before Bluetooth 4.0, a Serial Port Profile (SPP) exists in the standard, but for BLE it

needs to be defined and implemented separately. For example, Nordic Semiconductor has the

Nordic UART Service (NUS) and Silicon Laboratories has examples of SPP over BLE. Through

these, it is possible to send custom message payloads.

Since the Bluetooth transport handles data as a sequence of bytes or characters, the application

data structures must be converted to and from this raw format. These processes are called

serialization and deserialization. For embedded applications, these processes should be fast and

memory-efficient and the resulting message sizes small in order to save bandwidth (Hamerski

et al., 2018, p. 773). As Hamida et al. (2015) suggest, it is important to choose the serialization

format according to the system’s needs. If interoperability and extensibility are important,

an open, standardized format would be preferred. On the other hand, they note, a custom

proprietary format allows for more control to the implementer. Other factors that affect the

choice of serialization format and the performance of the messaging are whether the data is

compressed before or after the serialization, and the quality of the serialization library. The

library choice should consider not only the performance but also the development activity and

support (Petersen et al., 2017). Several candidates for the data format are introduced below and

the final choice for the DAQ is presented in chapter 4.
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JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) is a textual and programming language-independent data

interchange syntax that was derived from the JavaScript programming language. JSON is

simple, human-readable, and implementable through language constructs of key-value pairs and

arrays (Ecma International, 2017, p. 5). Commonly used in web applications, JSON provides

the benefits of readability and interoperability between languages but results in a larger message

size than for example binary formats (Hamerski et al., 2018, p. 774).

Protocol Buffers or protobuf, are a data interchange format developed by Google. Protocol

Buffers allow the user to define the data as structured messages in the protobuf syntax and

generate encoding and decoding source code for multiple programming languages using the

provided tooling. The messages are sent in binary format (Google Inc., 2021). Performant

implementations targeted at memory-constrained devices exist, for example, nanopb (Aimonen,

2021).

MessagePack is a binary serialization format which claims to be faster and smaller than JSON.

It has implementations in various programming languages and environments (Furuhashi, 2019).

Hamerski et al. (2018) found several MessagePack libraries that performed well in an embedded

controller setting.

The Concise Binary Object Representation (CBOR) is a data format designed to be extensible

and small both in code and message size. CBOR is defined in an Internet standard RFC 8949

and has implementations in many programming languages, such as TinyCBOR for C and C++.

CBOR’s data model is based on JSON and CBOR operates without a schema for the data

(Bormann, 2020).
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4 DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

In this chapter, the design decisions and the resulting implementation of the prototype are

presented.

4.1 Choice of Development Tooling

The hardware platform the prototype is developed on is the Nordic Semiconductor nRF52840

System on Chip (SoC), which has an ARM Cortex-M4F 64 MHz core with a floating-point

unit, 1 MB of internal flash memory, 256 kB of RAM, and a +8 dBm transmit power capable

BLE 2.4 GHz radio (Nordic Semiconductor, 2021c). Nordic Semiconductor currently offers

two Software Development Kits (SDK) for customers to use when building products on their

platform: the nRF5 SDK and the Nordic Connect SDK (NCS). This section compares the two

SDKs and one is chosen for the development of software for the prototype.

4.1.1 nRF5 SDK

The nRF5 SDK is the older of the two SDKs. It supports the nRF51 and nRF52 series

of hardware. It features libraries, peripheral drivers, examples, and protocol stacks. The

Bluetooth Low Energy and other wireless protocol stacks are distributed in binary form and

called SoftDevices. nRF5 SDK has mature support for the nRF52840 SoC with full support in

version 15.0.0 in April 2018 and the latest version 17.0.2 released in September 2020 (Nordic

Semiconductor, 2018). SoftDevices have been in development since 2011 and are also mature.

The nRF5 SDK will not get new Bluetooth features after Bluetooth 5.0 specification (Kvaale,

2020, pp. 32-35).

4.1.2 Nordic Connect SDK

The Nordic Connect SDK is more recent with version 1.0.0 in April 2020, nRF52840 support

in version 1.3.0 in July 2020, and the latest version 1.6.0 released in June 2021 (Nordic

Semiconductor, 2021d). It is a collection of open-source projects maintained by Nordic

Semiconductor. The NCS includes the Zephyr™ real-time operating system (RTOS). In addition

to the RTOS, NCS provides drivers, libraries, and examples specific to Nordic Semiconductor

hardware. Some libraries are provided as closed-source binaries similarly to the SoftDevices.

The NCS supports development on nRF52 and the newer nRF53 and nRF91 series (Nordic

Semiconductor, 2021a).
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4.1.3 SDK Comparison

During the initial phase of the project, both SDKs were evaluated. Key information about the

SDKs is compiled in Table 3.

Table 3. Software Development Kit information in short.

SDK property \ SDK nRF5 nRF Connect

Supported hardware nRF51
nRF52

nRF52
nRF53
nRF91

nRF52840 support released 04/2018 07/2020
Latest release 09/2020 06/2021
Supported Bluetooth specification 5.1 5.1+
RTOS FreeRTOS/Any Zephyr

Both of the SDKs have comprehensive documentation and examples ranging from basic to full

applications. In both cases, it is simple to start developing one’s own custom application on

top of these existing samples. Nordic Semiconductor supports both SDKs through its online

support forum called DevZone.

Both SDKs include libraries to accelerate development. In NCS, the developer is able to leverage

the various subsystems of Zephyr related to for example storage and settings and configuration,

in addition to wireless protocol-specific modules, which both SDKs provide. The nRF5 SDK

also includes the FreeRTOS™ real-time operating system kernel as an optional component but

it is featured in only a few examples and is not the primary way to build applications with the

SDK. Although the prototype application has few features at this stage, Zephyr’s libraries and

software subsystems may be useful for future development. Zephyr includes other supported

hardware and additional networking stacks, it also gives the flexibility to consider alternative

technical options in the future. While more features can bring complexity to the system, during

the testing of NCS, the learning curve was not seen as a major hurdle and the benefits outweighed

the initial complexity.

A benefit of NCS is that it is in active development. New features are being added to both NCS

and the Zephyr RTOS. NCS also supports Nordic Semiconductor’s new nRF53, nRF91, and

future hardware series, as can be seen from Table 3. Zephyr is an open-source project and its

Bluetooth Low Energy implementation and other protocol stacks are thus also open.
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In NCS, Nordic Semiconductor provides its own BLE controller implementation that can be

used instead of the Zephyr counterpart. The Zephyr Project is neutrally governed, which is

desirable in order to avoid being locked to a single vendor’s way of operating (Zephyr Project,

2020c). Using Zephyr’s interfaces, it is possible to develop software in a portable way that is

not tightly coupled to a single platform.

Nordic Semiconductor provides the following guidelines on its website:

"For nRF52 Series the nRF5 SDK and SoftDevices is still a valid option, if you are

familiar with it and don’t require an RTOS or features added after Bluetooth 5.0. If

not, nRF Connect SDK is the correct choice." (Nordic Semiconductor, 2021b)

Considering all of the above, theNordic Connect SDKwas ultimately chosen for the development

of the prototype software. Although the nRF5 SDK is solid and proven, the added features and

future extensibility of NCS were considered to justify the usage of the new platform.

4.2 System Architecture Overview

This section provides an overview of the prototype system architecture and significant

components.

Based on the requirements, the primary functions of the system are: measuring quantities

with its sensors, storing the measured data on the device, and transmitting the stored data to a

Gateway device for further processing. The system is therefore designed to be composed of

subsystems that fulfill each function respectively. The high-level data flow in the system is

illustrated in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Application data flow. The data sampled by the sensors is stored in the memory on

the device and transmitted via Bluetooth when a connection becomes available.

As shown in Figure 2, the data is sampled by the sensors and then buffered and saved into

non-volatile memory. Finally, when a Gateway device connects to the system via Bluetooth
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Low Energy protocol, the stored data is loaded from the persistent memory and sent in encoded

batches of data points to the Gateway.

In this first prototype hardware, there are three operational sensors: one optical heart rate sensor

and two instances of a temperature and relative humidity sensor. The nRF52840 SoC and

Bluetooth antenna come in an integrated, certified module package. The memory device on the

hardware board is an 8 MB NOR flash memory, accessible through Serial Peripheral Interface

(SPI). In the nRF52840 controller, a dedicated peripheral is used to communicate with the

memory with up to four data lines ("Quad SPI"). The system is powered by a 3.7 V Lithium-ion

battery. The hardware block diagram of the system is presented in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Hardware components of the system. The sensors are attached to the I2C0 peripheral

and the Flash memory to the QSPI peripheral. The system is powered by a Lithium-ion battery.

As can be seen from Figure 3, all sensors are currently using the same I2C bus, I2C0. The two

instances of the temperature sensor are configured to different I2C addresses with a hardware

pin. The sampling rates of the sensors in the bus are 1 Hz for the heart rate sensor and 0.1 Hz for

the temperature and humidity sensors, which are low and manageable with the same peripheral.

The block diagram shows the Bluetooth Radio as a separate entity for simplicity, but in reality,

the radio transceiver is integrated into the controller and connected to the antenna on the printed

circuit board.

The software consists of different layers that each depend on the interfaces of the layer

below them. By creating layers of abstraction and depending on an interface instead of an
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implementation, the software can be made more reusable and portable (Beningo, 2017, pp.

18-20). The layered architecture of the system is presented in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Software layers of the firmware. The application logic sits on top of drivers and

modules that are generic at the top and get increasingly specific and concrete at the bottom.

The higher software layers in Figure 4 use the interfaces of the lower layers. At the bottom of

the stack is the nRF52840 hardware. Above that are the device driver implementations for the

specific peripherals of the Nordic hardware. Zephyr’s driver interfaces abstract the platform

away and refer to devices in a generic manner. For example, instead of "Nordic Two-Wire

Interface", Zephyr uses "I2C". The application-specific sensor drivers use this generic I2C

interface to interact with the devices. Finally, the user application can be programmed at a high

level dealing in sensor values, files, and Bluetooth messages instead of the details of bytes and

registers of the devices directly.

The following sections discuss the details of the implementation of each primary function.

4.3 Sensing

The prototype currently includes three sensors: one optical heart rate sensor and two instances of

a temperature and relative humidity sensor. All three communicate through the I2C bus. There

are plans to add software support for an accelerometer and an ADC in the future. These devices

would be connected through the SPI bus. The hardware and software solutions to measuring

with the sensors are described in this section.

First, the sensors need to be allocated to the buses of the nRF52 controller. The nRF52840

SoC shares peripheral resources, such as their state and configuration registers, in a way that
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affects instantiation of I2C and SPI peripherals. Peripherals that share the same base memory

address may share resources and their operation may be mutually exclusive at a given moment.

If one switches between such peripherals, care must be taken to explicitly disable one peripheral,

reconfigure and enable another peripheral (Nordic Semiconductor, 2021c, p. 98).

The nRF52840 features four SPI peripherals (SPI0-SPI3), two two-wire (I2C) peripherals (TWI0,

TWI1), and a QSPI peripheral. Out of these, SPI0, SPI1, TWI0, and TWI1 share the same base

address and thus cannot be used simultaneously. The user must select either SPI0 or TWI0 and

either SPI1 and TWI1, respectively. SPI2 does not share resources with any other peripheral.

SPI3 includes direct memory access (DMA) support, which is not necessary for this application

nor necessarily portable. The QSPI is a dedicated peripheral and can be utilized solely to

communicate with the external flash memory in this application.

The choice was made to use TWI0 to interface to the two temperature and humidity sensors and

the heart rate sensor, since their sample rates are low (0.1 - 1 Hz). SPI2 is reserved to be utilized

between the accelerometer and ADC in the future. These two have very different sample rates at

25 Hz and 0.1 Hz respectively and use different SPI modes. The accelerometer uses mode 0 and

the ADC mode 3. There may be a future addition of another SPI mode 0 ADC. SPI1 and SPI3

are left disabled, but in case there is a need to sample the accelerometer or ADC at a faster rate

and therefore to switch between the two SPI mode configurations more frequently, dedicating

either one to the device with the highest sampling rate or differing SPI mode, in that case, could

be considered. Leaving peripherals disabled when unused lowers the power consumption.

The software driving the sensors was developed following the layering shown in Figure 4.

Configuring and sampling the sensors is done through interacting with their registers. The

reading and writing of the registers rely on I2C. A driver for each sensor was developed in

the C programming language. The driver software modules depend on the I2C interface of

the given platform. The I2C bus read and write procedures are given to the driver module as

C language function pointer arguments. The drivers are thus portable on top of different I2C

implementations. In the prototype, the interfaces are provided by Zephyr.

The sensor drivers were designed to support multiple instances of a sensor on the same bus.

For example, the temperature and humidity sensor in the system has a configurable I2C bus

address. The address is configured in hardware, either pulling the address pin up to supply
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voltage or connecting it to the ground. The prototype hardware has two of these sensors, so

the sensor driver software must support different addresses for this sensor. Both sensors also

have their own interrupt pins to notify the processor that data is available. These and possible

differences in measurement parameters were taken into account in the design by including a

pointer to a configuration structure as an argument to the initialization function of the sensor. On

the application level, two separate configurations are defined and used to initialize two separate

instances of a sensor structure. The sensor structure is then the first argument to all interfaces

that the sensor driver provides. When the sensor driver needs to communicate via the I2C

bus, it will use the address defined by the configuration linked to that sensor structure. The

initialization of a temperature sensor instance is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Temperature and humidity sensor initialization. The first of the two instances of this

sensor has its I2C address pin pulled high. The init function is called with the specific instance

and configuration.

In the above Figure 5, the first sensor’s configuration structure denoted by index zero is set to a

default configuration. The I2C address is then set to differ from the default with the addr field.

The data interrupt pin is set to pin number 40 on the circuit board and the sampling rate is set to

0.1 Hz with a preprocessor alias TEN_SECONDS. Finally, the created configuration structure is

passed as the second argument to the initialization function hdc2010_init.

The devices connected to the SPI bus, the accelerometer and the ADC, also have some driver

software considerations. Devices may use different transfer speeds and SPI modes and they

have their associated chip select pins that need to be managed. In the drivers themselves, the

SPI bus transfer procedures are passed in as function pointer arguments so that the driver code

stays decoupled from the particular hardware platform that it is used on. For the SPI transfers,

different configurations of bit rate and mode are predefined for both devices’ needs. These

configurations are used by the functions that are passed into the drivers. When accessing these

devices, the previous configuration is properly uninitialized before switching to another.
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The application interacts with the sensor through a high-level interface. The interface provides

functions to initialize the sensors, start and stop sampling, and register a callback function. The

initialization function prepares and configures the sensors through the developed driver modules

and starts the sampling procedure at the interval defined in the interface header file. The periodic

sampling is achieved through a mechanism in Zephyr called Workqueue. Workqueues can hold

work items that need to be executed. A work item is essentially a user-defined function to call

when the item is processed. As the name queue suggests, the items are processed in order of

submission to the queue. The items can be submitted to the queue instantly or with a defined

delay (Zephyr Project, 2020b). The sensor sampling is done by using this delay mechanism to

submit the next sample reading after the sampling interval. In this manner, there is no need to

create a dedicated operating system thread only to wait on the sensor and thus memory resources

are conserved. The workqueue mechanism is illustrated in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Zephyr RTOS workqueue basic principle. Work items are removed from the queue

and their handler functions executed. Delayed work items are added to the queue after their

specified intervals have passed.

The registered callback function, depicted as handler_func1 in Figure 6, is executed when new

data has been sampled. The callback function receives a copy of the sampled data along with a

timestamp of when the sample was taken. The timestamp indicates the milliseconds that have

passed since the last reboot of the system. The data from the heart rate sensor includes the

heart rate in beats per minute (BPM). The temperature and humidity sensors include the raw

readings of temperature and relative humidity as well as the sensor id number. The temperature

and humidity module provides conversion utilities for transforming the raw readings to floating
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point degrees Celsius and humidity percentage. The application uses the initialization and start

functions at bootup. The callback provided data is buffered for saving and sending.

4.4 Storing of Sensed Data

The non-volatile memory device used on the prototype board is a Macronix MX25R6435F

64 megabit serial NOR flash memory. It is accessible through QSPI and features both high

performance and low power modes. It claims to have a data retention of 20 years and a

minimum erase/program cycle count of 100 000 (Macronix International Co., Ltd., 2020). The

memory is writable by byte, word, or 256-byte page and erasable as a whole or in blocks of 4,

32, or 64 kilobytes. This Macronix memory chip is also used on the nRF52840 development kit

from Nordic Semiconductor.

As discussed in chapter 2, the LUT measurement interests are in human biosignals. The sensors

in the prototype include the heart rate and temperature-humidity sensors. Further development

goals are to include an accelerometer and an ADC for analog sensor measurements, which were

left outside of the scope at this stage. Based on the sensors on the prototype board, the data items

to be stored persistently were determined. The data items to be saved for each of the metrics are

listed in Table 4.

Table 4. Data fields to be saved from each sensor. The third column indicates the data type that

each field is stored as in the C language.

Sensor Data fields C Data Types

Heart Rate
Heart Rate BPM

Signal Quality [0-100]
Total Step Count

UINT16
UINT8
UINT16

Temperature&Humidity
Temperature Raw Reading
Humidity Raw Reading

Sensor ID

UINT16
UINT16
UINT8

Accelerometer

Acceleration Raw X
Acceleration Raw Y
Acceleration Raw Z

Scale

INT16
INT16
INT16
UINT8

ADC
Channel ID

Channel Value Raw
Channel Gain

UINT8
UINT32
UINT8

The third column in Table 4 shows the C language data types of all the fields to be stored. The

sizes are in fixed-width integer types. The abbreviations UINT and INT refer to unsigned and
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signed integer values respectively. The numbers refer to the number of bits used to represent

the value: 8, 16, 32, or 64. The data types can be used to calculate the memory space needed

to store an individual sample. According to the table, for example, the size of temperature and

humidity samples in the flash memory would be five bytes.

After defining the data items to be stored, the flash memory storage format was to be decided.

The system should have a way to trace back the timestamp of a stored and loaded sample when

the sample needs to be processed. The flash memory space should also be conserved in order

to require as few offloading sessions as possible. This supports the use cases of measuring

nighttime body conditions or long exercise sessions without interruptions within the limits of

the battery life.

Perhaps the simplest manner of storing data points to the flash memory could be including

an individual timestamp to each sensor measurement value. This would make every value

traceable without a doubt, thus fulfilling requirement R-K7. On the other hand, the timestamp

would impose some overhead, being a 64-bit value in the case of Zephyr. This overhead might

be a significant proportion of the total saved record for an individual data point. For example,

a 3-axis acceleration would be stored as three 16-bit integers and an 8-bit scale value, which

would take up a total of seven bytes compared to the eight which the timestamp occupies.

An alternative approach could be arranging all data points from a single source, i.e. a sensor,

into a time series, where the first item in the series would hold the timestamp for the starting

time and the interval that the measurements are sampled at. This would eliminate the overhead

per data point and make it a constant size piece of metadata at the start of the series. The length

of each series would then determine how many times this fixed size metadata overhead would

be suffered. Benchmarking data compression algorithms and libraries and their suitability for

this use case were left outside the scope of this thesis.

To decide on an approach, memory requirements were calculated for both options. The

timestamps attached in either case were defined to be 64-bit integer values as this is the largest

time value that can be fetched through Zephyr’s timing interfaces. The system doesn’t have

a separate battery-powered real-time clock or other reliable timekeeping mechanisms which

means that the timestamps are relative to the last system reboot. The timestamp indicates the

milliseconds since the last system restart, whichwith a 64-bit integer’s rangewould bemillions of
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years. The smaller up-time metric from Zephyr is represented as a 32-bit unsigned integer. This

would result in a maximum representable up-time of almost 50 days, which is more reasonable

for a wearable device and far exceeds the battery life objectives of the prototype. The calculation

results for the storage formats are presented in Table 5 and Table 6. Sensors included in the

calculations are the accelerometer, heart rate sensor, two temperature and humidity sensors, and

an ADC with 8 measured channels. The default accelerometer sampling frequency was set at

25 Hz. A lower rate of 10 Hz was determined to be an adequate minimum if memory space

was limited. All ADC channels are sampled at 0.1 Hz as are the temperature and humidity

sensors. Heart rate is measured every second. In Table 6, the time series header size is 16 bytes,

including the start time, sampling interval, and sample count of the series. The series length

was set to one minute to avoid losing a large amount of data in the case of power loss.

Table 5. Memory requirements with different sensor combinations when storing each sample

with its own individual timestamp.

Case sensors Required Memory
in 24h [MB]

Required Memory
in 48h [MB]

All sensors 33.10 66.20
All sensors,
Accelerometer 10 Hz 14.57 29.14

Heart Rate,
Temperature&Humidity,
Accelerometer 10Hz

13.65 27.30

Heart Rate,
Temperature&Humidity,
ADC

2.21 4.42

Heart Rate (only BPM),
Temperature&Humidity 1.04 2.08
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Table 6. Memory requirements with different sensor combinations when storing samples as a

time series.

Case sensors Required Memory
in 24h [MB]

Required Memory
in 48h [MB]

All sensors 15.40 30.80
All sensors,
Accelerometer 10 Hz 6.75 13.5

Heart Rate,
Temperature&Humidity,
Accelerometer 10Hz

6.33 12.66

Heart Rate,
Temperature&Humidity,
ADC

0.955 1.91

Heart Rate (only BPM),
Temperature&Humidity 0.29 0.58

As can be seen from Table 5 and Table 6, neither format is sufficiently compact to store two full

days of all envisioned sensors. A large amount of acceleration data quickly fills the available 8

MB space. The time-series approach is favorable to the simple one since it can easily fit both

the heart rate and temperature-humidity data as well as possible ADC and even lower sampling

rate acceleration for shorter periods of time.

The QSPI flash memory needs to be written to and read from by the software. Zephyr provides

multiple interfaces to storage devices. These interfaces include raw access to flash memory

addresses as well as higher-level interfaces such as the file system and non-volatile storage APIs.

Raw flash access provides the most control over the memory while burdening the software

developer with the complexity of managing the addresses and block erasure manually. The

non-volatile storage subsystem (NVS) stores data in id-value pairs and treats the flash as a

circular buffer. Each id-value pair incurs eight bytes of metadata overhead (Zephyr Project,

2020a). While this interface is easy to use, it is not well-suited for storing time-series data, since

each write to the id creates a new entry in the history of that id instead of modifying it in-place.

It is also not possible to delete only a part of the entry, which is a necessary feature when data

could be sent in batches off the device whenever a connection is available. The NVS may be

useful for storing settings and configuration values in the future.
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The file system interface in Zephyr allows accessing the flashmemorymuch like a desktop system

would. The interface contains functions for opening, closing, reading, writing, and deleting as

well as moving to different points inside the file. The application developer can use a number

of existing implementations of a file system or implement their own to match the interface. One

of the existing implementations integrated into Zephyr is LittleFS, a small footprint fail-safe file

system designed for microcontrollers (littlefs-project, 2020). It is supported on the nRF52840

QSPI flash memories and features protection against data corruption caused by a power loss

and dynamic wear leveling to prolong the lifetime of the memory. These features along with

the easy-to-use Zephyr interfaces make LittleFS a good fit for this prototype. The LittleFS

files have some non-negligible storage overhead, which is tied to the file size. As the file size

increases, the overhead decreases significantly (littlefs-project, 2019). It was decided that the

overhead is acceptable considering the speed and convenience that using the file system provides.

Furthermore, by keeping the time series for each measured metric in a single file dedicated to

that metric, the overhead can be kept to a minimum since files will be large rather than small.

The flash memory space of 8 megabytes is partitioned in such a way that the LittleFS file system

is assigned all but the last 4-kilobyte sector. The last sector is reserved for future use formetadata,

configuration, and logging. Each measured metric is stored in its own file. The file system is

initialized right after booting the device. The files are created at file system initialization time

if they don’t already exist. Each file is filled with time series headers and the associated data

samples. At initialization, the program will seek the point in the file where the last entry was

written and keep that index ready in Random-Access Memory (RAM) for the next read or write

operation. Traversing the file at initialization also serves as a validity check for the time series

headers. If the header information doesn’t match the lengths of the series and the size of the

whole file, an error will be revealed.

The samples provided by the sensor callback functions are buffered to wait for writing to the flash

memory. Each metric has its own buffers in and out of flash and associated counter variables.

The buffers are large enough to hold one time series, i.e. one minute of samples at each sensor’s

respective sampling rate. The buffer for writing, the save buffer, contains the samples with

their timestamps attached. When the save buffer reaches its limit, a write is scheduled to the

system workqueue. In the write operation, the file for the metric to be saved is first opened. The

file cursor is then moved to the end and the end offset saved. Then, the time series header is
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written to signal the start of a new series. The starting timestamp is the timestamp of the first

sample of the save buffer. After the header, each save buffer sample’s data fields are written one

after the other to the file. In the end, the last written header information and offset are saved to

variables in RAM. The closing of the file ends the write procedure and ultimately synchronizes

the changes to the flash device. Once the write is completed, the save buffer starts filling again

from index zero.

4.5 Transmitting Stored Data to the Gateway

Bluetooth Low Energy is the wireless transport used to transfer measured data to the Gateway

mobile application. The Bluetooth protocol software implementation in Zephyr features, among

others, interfaces for Bluetooth advertising, connections, and handling GATT services. Many

of these interfaces accept callback functions as arguments, giving the application developer the

possibility to choose how to react to events such as connection attempts or reading and writing

values. In the prototype application, these interfaces are used privately and the application is

provided with a simpler BLE interface with functions to:

• Initialize BLE and start advertising.

• Send bytes of data through GATT notification.

• Query the maximum data length, which can be sent in a GATT notification in the current

connection.

The Bluetooth radio is initialized at startup. The device begins advertising its GATT services

and is open to connections. Internally, the BLE module defines callbacks such that information

can be obtained about the incoming connections and connection parameters. On connection,

the device sends a request to the connected mobile device to exchange the MTU. In order to

improve throughput, the data length extension feature needs to be enabled. The current Zephyr

BLE settings allow a maximum MTU of 247 bytes and a LL data length of 251. The 2M PHY

is also supported on the nRF52840 and it is switched to if the connecting device supports it.

When a connection is established, the two devices also exchange connection parameters, initially

set by the Central device. The BLE Peripheral, the DAQ, can request a change in the parameters.

However, the Central does not have to accept, although, in the case of the Gateway, it should be

made to accept the parameters, if they are within the mobile implementation’s limits to set.
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The connection interval affects both throughput and power consumption and should be optimized

with more testing in the future. The overall goal is to send as many packets in an interval and

not get retransmissions on the next interval and thus throttle the throughput. The parameter

exchanges are presented in Figure 7.

Figure 7. MTU exchange, Data Length Update, and connection parameter update initiated by

the DAQ in the BLE Peripheral role. The BLE Central is a mobile device.

As can be seen from Figure 7, the DAQ takes the GATT Client role in order to exchange the

MTU as soon as possible. The Central device responds. The DAQ then initiates the Data Length

Update and receives the Central parameters in return. Finally, the DAQ may make a connection

parameter change request when desired.

Once the connection is established and its parameters settled, the BLE module’s function is

centered around observing the CCCD in order to start sending notifications, if the Central device

enables them. The GATT service used to send the measurement data is based on the Nordic

UART Service. The Nordic UART Service is a custom GATT service that receives and writes

variable-length byte data using one characteristic for receiving and one for transmitting. The

GATT service supports writing from the mobile application side to the receiving characteristic,

although this is currently not used for commands or configuration. The received data can be

accessed from a received callback. Currently, the callback sends a timestamp and two small

numeric values back to the mobile side for testing purposes. The NUS has been extended to

include a callback, which is called when notifications are enabled or disabled. This change event
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is used to trigger sending of data to the connected Gateway application. GATT notifications

were chosen as the preferred operation for their better throughput potential since indications

need to be acknowledged. Application-level acknowledgment of the reception of measurement

data could be used to ensure the reliability of the transfer but as notifications are acknowledged at

the Controller, it was decided to favor throughput. The NUS single-service single-characteristic

approach was chosen for flexibility and simplicity of the scanning Central at this stage of

development.

If notifications are enabled, the callback calls into the sensor application-level modules to stop

sampling work. It will then send a firmware version string as well as the current uptime of

the DAQ as notifications. These will be used by the Gateway application to know how to

decode messages and to convert the device uptime to operating system time. For example, if

device uptime is 120 000 ms at the time of enabling notifications and incoming data points have

timestamps of 60 000 ms, the Gateway can deduce that the data was sampled 1 minute before

the enabling time. After the time message, the callback will schedule send work to a dedicated

workqueue in order to not block other operations using the system workqueue. On the opposite

case, when notifications have been disabled, the callback schedules sampling work to start again.

The operating mode of the DAQ changes from sampling and saving data to loading old data and

sending it over BLE when BLE notifications are enabled on the GATT service’s transmitting

characteristic. The send work item handler operates like a state machine and goes through a

sequence of states as shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Data transmission state diagram. The system sends the most recent save buffer

contents first and then loads data from the flash memory. After all of the data has been sent, the

system returns to sampling.

Initially, when the BLE module detects a change in the notification status, it schedules sending

work. The system is transitioned into the SendingOutgoing state. Online in Figure 8 depicts a

pseudo-state, meaning that the notifications are enabled for the duration of its shown substates.

However, the first state entered is actually SendingOutgoing and when notifications are disabled,

a transition is made back to Offline.
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In the SendingOutgoing state, individual samples from each metric’s static outgoing buffer are

sent as GATT notifications. The sending of measurement data is done by encoding it to JSON.

JSONwas chosen as the message format because it is human-readable and also used by the cloud

interface. The messages consist of four JSON attributes: the metric name, starting timestamp

in milliseconds, and the sampling interval in microseconds followed by one or more data points

in the values attribute. The message construction is done by using the standard library function

snprintf to insert values into a JSON string template. The size of the resulting JSON message is

determined by the width of each numeric value in characters, not its storage space in bytes, e.g.

the number 255 takes up three characters although just one byte would be enough to represent

that value. An example JSON time series chunk for heart rate (HR) is shown below:

{

"metric": "HR",

"start_ts": 123456,

"interval_us": 1000000,

"values": [72, 73, 96, 68]

}

In the JSONmessage above, the starting timestamp is contained in the field start_ts. The interval

is set to 1,000,000 microseconds, so one second. The BPM values form the values array.

To send status updates required in R-K3, send_state_json can be used with numerical status

codes and a 30-character text field. The JSON metric for status updates is called STAT. The

status messages omit the interval attribute and only include the timestamp.

When all outgoing samples have been sent, the system proceeds to send the samples in the

save buffer. In the SendingSaveBuffer state, the newest samples are sent with their attached

timestamps, as opposed to the previous state, which computes the timestamps from the starting

timestamp and offset in the time series.
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In LoadingMore, first, the maximum payload for notifications is obtained by calling the

bt_get_max_send_data_len function of the BLE module interface. Then, the time series are

loaded from QSPI flash memory and sent as notifications. The payload size is used to calculate

how many values can fit into one JSON message. Each series is sent in maximum size chunks

and this is repeated for each metric until all data from the flash memory has been sent.

The buffer for reading from flash, the outgoing buffer, holds the time series values, and the

header information is stored and loaded to a separate variable. The timestamp for each member

in the series is restored with the starting timestamp and the interval between samples from the

header. Loading from the QSPI flash is performed as follows. First, the load_series function

for a given metric is called. This function calls a file system helper function with the metric’s

to_send_offset. This offset is equal to the last written offset when starting to send values, as

shown in Figure 9. The helper function seeks the file cursor to this offset from the beginning of

the file and reads the header and the following data. It reads the data to the outgoing buffer, saves

the header information to a static variable, and updates an outgoing sample counter variable

with the read series length. Then, if the just loaded time series was the last series or there was

nothing to read, the function raises the sample_more flag to signal moving on to the next metric,

as illustrated in Figure 12. After each series has been sent, the to_send_offset for the metric is

rolled back to the next series header, as presented in Figure 10. If an error occurs while sending

a series, the file is truncated to the offset that is at the end of the unsent series, so that space is

saved, but no data is lost. In LittleFS, files can be deleted only by truncating from the end, so in

order to get the load offset, walking through the file from the beginning is needed. The QSPI

Flash file system measurement file layout and operations are shown in sequence in Figures 9 -

12.

Figure 9. Flash memory data file layout after three stored time series.
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Figure 10. Flash memory offsets after one time series has been sent. The to_send offset has

been moved back by one series.

Figure 11. Flash memory offsets after two series have been sent. The last series hasn’t been

completely transmitted and the file has been truncated back down to this point.

Figure 12. Flash memory data file offsets after all measurement data from the file has been

sent. The offsets are zeroed and the file truncated to size zero. A flag variable is set to signal

the end of this metric’s data uploading.

The cause for an incomplete time series transmission and the truncation that follows, as illustrated

in Figure 11, could be a common event such as loss of the Bluetooth connection or a rare

occurrence such as the lack of free Bluetooth transmit buffers or a message formatting failure.
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In both cases, the file is truncated only down to the end of the incomplete series, and the system

transitions to the Offline state to log and handle errors if possible.

After all the metrics have been sent, the files are truncated to zero, and sampling work is started

again. The system moves to the SendingSamplingRealTime state, where the buffering function

checks if this state is active and schedules sending work instead of saving. This way a new series

of samples is sent every minute as long as the notifications stay enabled. In this state, if sending

should fail, the system will fall back to scheduling saving work for the buffer instead. Thus, no

data is lost.

In this chapter, the design decisions of the prototype were presented. First, the choice of

development tooling was discussed and then an overview of the system architecture was given.

Finally, the implementation of each of the system components: sensing, storing of data, and

transmitting data was discussed in detail. In the next chapter, the created prototype is analyzed

and possibilities for future improvement are discussed.
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5 ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

In this chapter, the implementation of the prototype is analyzed against the objectives and

requirements of the project as laid out in chapters 1 and 2. Then, areas of future improvement

are discussed.

5.1 Capabilities of the Prototype

The prototype is a (60mm x 30mm) mobile device with a Li-ion battery. It includes a Bluetooth

module, an optical heart rate sensor, two temperature-humidity sensors, and an accelerometer.

The prototype currently implements the following features:

• Measures heart rate at 1 Hz.

• Measures 2 x temperature and humidity at 0.1 Hz.

• Saves measurement data persistently to QSPI flash memory.

• Sends measurement data to a connected BLE Central device.

• Sends status updates to a connected BLE Central device, when the system state changes.

The accelerometer on the prototype board is currently not supported in software as its high data

rate proved problematic in terms of the available flash memory. The analog-to-digital converter

was not integrated in time to the prototype hardware and was left out of the final software. A

software driver implementation exists from an earlier prototype board, which may be used to

develop a Zephyr-based driver in the future.

5.2 Review of the Prototype Requirements

A review of the fulfillment of the requirements introduced in chapter 2 is presented here.

5.2.1 Review of the Functional Requirements

First, the functional requirements presented in Table 1 are reviewed.

R-K1 DAQ measures biosignals and environmental variables with high quality

Out of the high-priority sensors, the heart rate and temperature-humidity sensor integration

was completed during this thesis project. The accelerometer and analog-to-digital converter

software drivers are at an experimental stage with some features such as accelerometer internal

buffer processing missing. As previously mentioned, the accelerometer data rate also proved to

be problematic with the current hardware. The heart rate sensor of the prototype contains its
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own acceleration measurement that could be used in the meantime at a lower sampling rate. The

largest contributing factor to the ADC integration was the time pressure. The driver integration

is not estimated to consume significant effort going forward since Zephyr provides a good basis

for the I2C and SPI bus communication that the sensor drivers need.

R-K2 DAQ sends measurements to the connected gateway application reliably

The prototype is able to transmit data to a connected mobile device through a Bluetooth

Low Energy connection. The data is sent as GATT characteristic value notifications that

contain a JSON-formatted message payload. Although notifications are not acknowledged at

the application level, they are transmitted reliably at the radio physical layer. In the initial

tests, no gaps in the received time-series data were observed. The implementation of the

storage and transmission of the data further ensures that no data is deleted before it has been

transmitted. Notifications provide improved throughput and thus shorten the time taken to

offload the measurements from the prototype device to the BLE Central device.

R-K3 DAQ shall send the gateway a notification of system status changes

The system is able to notify the mobile application of state changes and errors through GATT

notification. The status messages can be sent when there is an active BLE connection and the

notifications are enabled. This allows the developer to mark parts of the software with status

transmission function calls and provide status information wirelessly.

R-K4 DAQ shall change measurement parameters on command from the gateway

Currently, the system does not allow runtime parameter configuration. The configuration feature

did not fit the schedule of the project and was left out of the scope as it was categorized as a

convenience feature. Two-way communication between the Gateway application and the DAQ

could be made possible through the receiving characteristic of the GATT service and its received

callback. This callback could parse user commands and execute them when the system is in a

suitable state.

R-K5 DAQ shall send the gateway a notification when the battery level drops below 10 %

The battery level notification did not fit the schedule of the project and was also left out of the

scope as it was categorized as a convenience feature. Once the Li-ion battery has been tightly

integrated into the prototype board, further development can start. The battery level may be

added to the status messages, as its own metric or in a standard Battery Service.
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R-K6 DAQ shall save measurement data to its non-volatile memory

The measurement data is stored persistently. Data is saved in minute-long batches, which

ensures that large amounts of data are not lost, should an error occur. The file system library,

LittleFS, provides features that protect against data corruption and prolong the lifetime of the

memory. The flash memory has sufficient space to store heart rate, temperature-humidity, and

future ADC measurement data. Measuring acceleration produces a large amount of data, whose

storage format may need to be re-evaluated in the future.

R-K7 DAQ measured data points are traceable to a timestamp

Each measured sample includes a timestamp by the sensor driver. When the samples are stored

into flash memory, they are stored as a time series with a start time and the sampling interval.

The timestamps are restored based on the start time and interval when the measurements are

loaded from flash memory. The method assumes a constant sampling rate, which is the case

at this stage of the prototype. For the sampling frequencies of the current metrics, this can be

deemed sufficient. Testing has shown that the samples preserve their time information through

storage and transmission to the Gateway device. The Gateway device can transform the relative

timestamps to date and time format with the time synchronization at the start of the transmission.

R-K8 DAQ shall be able to recover or try to recover from errors

The system should try to handle and recover from errors. The software modules in the prototype

include basic error reporting. Most interfaces return an integer status code to indicate whether

an error has occurred. A logging system with different log severity levels was used to report

errors during development. The most severe logs are reported even in the smaller form factor

hardware to help with solving possible problems. Fatal errors cause a system reboot since there

is no graceful way to try to recover from them. Less serious or common error cases transition the

system to a known offline state. There are improvements to be made in unifying error handling

and error codes and better defining how the system should react to different conditions.

5.2.2 Review of the Non-Functional Requirements

The qualities of the implemented prototype are analyzed as follows:

Portability and Learnability

A comprehensive documentation package was created for the software prototype. The

documentation includes a user manual, development software setup instructions, a software
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architecture document, and source code commenting. The development software setup

instructions were tested to work on both Windows and Linux operating system environments.

Using the instructions and the user manual, it is possible for new users to collect the stored data

through a mobile application and develop new software features.

Comfortability and Reliability

Due to project timing constraints and a lack of dedicated testing resources, the prototype

hardware-related tests could not be carried out. The comfortability and reliability cannot be

commented on as the hardware was not made into a strapped, wearable device on time.

Battery life

The battery life was tested with a coin cell battery, which had four times the envisioned capacity

of the Li-ion battery and different characteristics. The battery life in the initial tests was slightly

over 96 hours, which adjusted to a quarter of the capacity would correspond to a 24-hour

operating span. Optimizations to the power consumption were not yet made in software because

of the time constraints and a lack of testing resources with the majority of focus on the core

feature development.

In summary, the prototype fulfills its core responsibilities ofmeasuring, storing, and sending data

to a good extent. Compromises regarding the number of sensors and lower priority features had to

be made due to time constraints, but the prototype serves as a good basis for future development.

There is a need for further testing and measurements that will guide the optimization of power

consumption and reliability.

5.3 Future Improvement Areas

A first prototype cannot include every product feature. Some features were left outside the

scope of this study from the beginning and some objectives had to be adjusted to fit in the thesis

schedule. The following improvement areas were identified during the project:

• Testing

• Addition of missing ADC and acceleration measurement

• Storage optimizations

• Power consumption measurement and optimization

• Bluetooth throughput measurement and optimization

• Missing convenience features
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• Firmware updates

• Architectural improvements

Since the project was lacking dedicated testing resources, the current prototype should first be

tested by another person to catch mistakes that may have been overlooked. In the future, the

testing framework capabilities of Zephyr could be researched to automate aspects of hardware

and software testing.

The focus of new development after the current prototype has been tested should be the missing

sensors, the ADC and accelerometer, which were left out due to schedule and storage size issues.

The driver development for these sensors has a good basis in Zephyr and the earlier prototype

boards. The addition of the accelerometer necessitates either more frequent offloading of data to

the gateway or storage optimizations. The storage format could be researched and experimented

with further. The suitability and performance of data compression libraries to this application

could be studied in detail. It might also be that a bigger storage device is needed to include all

metrics.

Power consumption is another point of interest in future development. Firstly, the system should

be measured and profiled. The optimization could then concentrate on the consumption hot

spots. Some parts to look at could be the radio usage: transmit power and advertising interval,

though they should be adjusted taking into account the range and responsiveness requirements.

Lower processor sleep modes could be utilized and peripherals turned off if a wake-up signal

was used to bring the system back to sampling. An accelerometer activity interrupt might be

suitable. The time delay between signal and full sampling readiness would need to be tested and

evaluated when putting the processor to sleep.

Another aspect worth measuring could be the Bluetooth throughput. Bluetooth transmission of

data messages should be reliable but preferably also fast. The duration of the data offloading

affects both the power consumption and the user experience if the offloading is done in the

"foreground" and the user wants to observe results immediately. Both the Bluetooth connection

parameters and the message serialization format should be experimented with. Could another

way to format JSON or perhaps another format entirely bring advantages?
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The features regarded as nice-to-have, such as the battery level notification or runtime

configuration, are worth keeping in the development backlog until it is felt that higher priority

tasks have been completed or a convenience feature is needed to speed up testing or development.

Wireless firmware updates may be an example of a convenience or even an essential feature,

once devices are deployed to field testing. On the other hand, firmware updates bring up security

considerations and the security aspect of the system should be polished in any case at the latest

before deploying devices past the laboratory environment.

Finally, the structure of the application and the programming practices can always be improved

upon. Keeping the software extendable requires attention and maintenance. Programming

errors can be incrementally fixed, guided, and backed up by testing. Attempting to keep

software modules loosely coupled with well-defined interfaces makes it easier to change module

implementations and develop new features.

5.4 Prototype Design and Implementation Key Takeaways

Below are a few insights which were found during this project that may be useful for similar

development projects in the future.

First, it was deemed helpful to think about the system in a data-first manner. When the sources

and production rates of data, the operations on the data, and the points of consumption of

the data in the system were identified, it simplified the software architecture design process.

Furthermore, data transformations and formats can be tested in isolation in an early phase of the

project if the data sources and sinks are simulated. This allows verifying key assumptions as

fast as possible.

Second, it is good to take low-power operation into consideration when choosing the sensors and

peripherals of the hardware. Preferably, all sensors would include a data interrupt, a low-power

state, and a wake-up mechanism. This would give the software developer more optimization

room.

Finally, the Zephyr RTOS and its ecosystem of software libraries and tools were tested to be a

good basis for rapid development. It will be interesting to observe the project’s growth and it

may be worthwhile to check the Zephyr support for one’s intended microcontroller family if the

application warrants the use of an real-time operating system.
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6 CONCLUSIONS

In this thesis, a wearable prototype of a data acquisition device was designed and implemented.

The technical requirements for the prototype were gathered with the client and the limitations

of the scope of the prototype were also discussed.

The available software development tools were evaluated and the Nordic Connect SDK was

chosen for the implementation. The implementation was guided by the core functions of the

data acquisition device: measuring quantities with its sensors, storing the measured data on the

device, and transmitting the stored data to a connected gateway device for further processing.

The prototype measures heart rate, temperature and relative humidity, and stores that data into

non-volatile memory. When connected to a gateway device, the stored data and any status

messages are sent to the connected device. The prototype software also implements reliable

timestamping of samples and basic error handling and logging.

The resulting prototype was documented and analyzed. The software handles its core functional

requirements well according to the requirements and is thoroughly documented for simple setup

and further development. Compromises on the number of sensors and convenience features had

to be made due to the thesis scope and shortage of storage space. There is room for optimization

in power consumption and wireless data throughput as well as the storage hardware and software

solution in the future.

The key takeaways for similar projects are to focus on the flow of data in the software design,

verify assumptions about the application early, and choose sensors and peripherals that are suited

for low-power operation.
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